
FauxConda: ways to use Conda 
without Conda
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Wednesday, March 24, 2021

We will be starting at 12:05 PM
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Disclaimer

The title was just to get you here, we will NOT use Conda at all !!!
● Except in the singularity image

Here we assume that:
● You can connect to Compute Canada clusters
● You are comfortable with python and python environments
● You understand how to load and search for modules in 

Compute Canada systems.



Why should you avoid Conda?

Conda is a useful solution but to ensure compatibility and 
optimal performance, should not be used. Also (list is not 
comprehensive) :

● Anaconda might suboptimally install software we already 
have

● Use inappropriate binaries for our architecture.
● Makes incorrect assumptions about the location Libraries.
● Is enormous filling your $HOME 
● Installation is s slower than using Python wheels.
● It modifies the .bashrc file, which can cause conflicts.
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In Compute Canada systems you have two main options:

1. Generate a python virtual environment: 
a. Check python dependencies
b. Check program dependencies
c. Load and install dependencies

2. Install your package with conda within a singularity image
a. Create a singularity image

i. If available from dockerhub, you are done!
b. Install conda
c. Install your program
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What options do you have?



Python virtual environment

● Does not manage packages
● Provides a user-writable space to install 

python packages (mainly through pip)
● Sets a temporary user space (when activated) 

with the paths exported.
● DOES NOT CLASH WITH THE SYSTEM!!!!
● It uses optimal compilation of programs
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Step 0: Download the source of the program you want

For this webinar we will be using a bioinformatics pipeline called 
Anvi’o. You can follow their instructions. In brief clone git:

https://merenlab.org/2016/06/26/installation-v2/
https://github.com/merenlab/anvio.git
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Step 1: Identify python dependencies

Good packages will have a requirements.txt file, others, you will 
have to scrape conda’s meta.yaml.
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Step 1.1: Create a virtual environment and install python 
dependencies
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Step 2: Identify software dependencies and load the modules
We carry a long list of software, scrape the names on the conda’s 
meta.yaml, and use module spider to check if we have it:
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Step 2.1: Add module load to activate (Optional)
If you’d like that all available requirements are loaded on 
activation:
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Step 2.2: Install the missing R components
Use local install:
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Step 3: Install the missing software
Sometimes we do not have the required software, so you can 
install it in your virtual environment. In our case IQTree:
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Step 4: Install Anvi’o
Now that we have all the requisites, installing avio is simple:

We can test it, but first deactivate and reactivate the environment:
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Step 1: Build a singularity image

Some programs can be found in dockerhub like Anvi’o. In those 
cases your life just about to become a lot easier:

If not, don’t worry, we can still build a singularity image:

https://hub.docker.com/
https://hub.docker.com/r/meren/anvio


Singularity Image with conda

● Self contained space
● All variables and binary paths are set for you
● Easier to set up

● It is suboptimal to run in our systems 
(compilation)
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Step 2: If not in docker hub, install conda
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Step 2.1: Activate conda
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Step 3: Download, install, and activate your recipe
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Step 3.1: Keep following instructions
Most programs will have a set of steps to follow… just follow 
those. For Anvi’o:
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Step 4: Make it an image (optional) and test



Q&A
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Help can also be reached at support@computecanada.ca or help@sharcnet.ca. 

Commands can be found at:
1. Python environment 

https://staff.sharcnet.ca/jshleap/GI_webinars/FauxConda/Commands_environment.sh 
2. Singularity

https://staff.sharcnet.ca/jshleap/GI_webinars/FauxConda/Commands_singularity.sh

This presentation (minus the show and tell) can be found:
https://staff.sharcnet.ca/jshleap/GI_webinars/FauxConda/FauxConda.pdf 

Recording of this presentation can be found at (but give it some time):
https://youtube.sharcnet.ca
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